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Abstract

When faced with a disease that requires long-term investments in order to control,
short- and long-term decision-makers may have dierent incentives and choose to manage the disease dierently. We develop and estimate a dynamic structural econometric
model of Verticillium wilt management for lettuce crops in Monterey County, California
to determine the impact on welfare of decision-making by short-term versus long-term
growers and to examine the intertemporal externalities between short-term growers.
Our results arm that fumigating with methyl bromide and planting broccoli are effective control options, and that they require long-term investments for future gain.
However, renters are not rewarded for fumigating with methyl bromide or planting
broccoli, even though these control methods benet future renters, thus leading to an
intertemporal externality between short-term growers. The long-term decision-making
of long-term growers yields higher average welfare per grower-month and more use of
the control options, likely due to dierences in the incentives faced by owners versus
renters, dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized
by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control
options, rental contracts, and a longer planning horizon.
Keywords: agricultural economics, dynamic structural econometric model, intertemporal externality
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Introduction

Verticillium dahliae

is a soil borne fungus that aicts lettuce and is introduced to the soil

via infested spinach seeds. Verticillium wilt can be prevented or controlled by the grower
by fumigating with methyl bromide, planting broccoli (a low-return crop), or not planting
spinach.

Each of these control options requires incurring costs or foregoing prot in the

current period for future benet.
Because the options for controlling Verticillium wilt require long-term investments for
future gain, an intertemporal externality arises among short-term growers, who are likely
to rent the land for only a short period of time. A short-term grower planting spinach will
be long gone before microsclerotia build up to a level that will aect lettuce.

Similarly,

short-term growers might not reap the future benets from investing in control options since
they only grow on the land for a short period of time. Renters, therefore, might not make
the long-term investments needed to control Verticillium wilt.

As a consequence, future

renters and landowners may suer from decisions of previous renters not to invest in control
options.

Thus, decisions made by current renters impose an intertemporal externality on

future renters and landowners.
In this paper, we analyze the factors that aect crop choice and fumigation decisions
made by farmers and examine how the decisions of long-term growers (whom we call `owners')
dier from those of short-term growers (whom we call `renters'). In particular, we develop
and estimate a dynamic structural econometric model of farmers' dynamic crop choice and
fumigation decisions and compare the decision-making of long-term growers (`owners'), who
have an innite horizon; and short-term growers (`renters'), who have a nite horizon. The
structural model generates parameter estimates with direct economic interpretations.

We

then use the parameter estimates to simulate counterfactual scenarios to analyze how difference in grower welfare and decisions relate to dierence in the data, dierences in time
horizon, and dierences in parameter estimates between short-term and long-term growers.
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We use a dynamic model for several reasons. First, the control options (fumigation,
planting broccoli, and not planting spinach) require incurring costs or foregoing prot in the
current period for possible future benet, and are thus are best modeled with a dynamic
model.

3 Second, because cropping and fumigation decisions are irreversible (as is the damage

from Verticillium wilt), because the rewards from cropping and fumigation decisions are
uncertain, and because farmers have leeway over the timing of cropping and fumigation
decisions, there is an option value to waiting which requires a dynamic model (Dixit and
Pindyck, 1994).

Third,

V. dahliae

takes time to build up in the soil, and once present,

persists for many years.
There are several advantages to using a dynamic structural model for the crop and
fumigation decisions of long-term and short-term growers. First, unlike reduced-form models,
a structural approach explicitly models the dynamics of crop and fumigation decisions by
incorporating continuation values that explicitly model how expectations about the future
aect current decisions.
A second advantage of using a dynamic structural model is that a dynamic model with
dierent time horizons for long-term and short-term growers best enables us to compare these
two types of growers.

Long-term growers and short-term growers have dierent planning

horizons, and, as a consequence, short-term growers may be less willing to make the longterm investments needed to control Verticillium wilt.
A third advantage of the structural model is that we are able to estimate the eect of
each state variable on the expected payos from dierent crop and fumigation choices, and
am therefore able to estimate parameters that have direct economic interpretations.

The

dynamic model accounts for the continuation value, which is the expected value of the value
function next period. With the structural model we are able to estimate parameters in the

3 Some

of these actions also have benets in the current period or current crop. For example, in addition
to being an investment in protecting potential future lettuce crops from Verticillium wilt, methyl bromide
can also be benecial to the current crop of strawberries. However, on net, these control options generally
require incurring net costs or foregoing prot in the current period.
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payos from dierent crop and fumigation choices, since we are able to structurally model
how the continuation values relate to the payos from the crop and fumigation choices.
A fourth advantage of our structural model is that we can use the parameter estimates
from our structural model to simulate various counterfactual scenarios. We use our estimates
to simulate counterfactual scenarios regarding renting and owning to analyze how dierence
in grower welfare and decisions relate to dierence in the data, dierences in time horizon,
and dierences in parameter estimates between short-term and long-term growers.
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 provides background on the California lettuce
industry, Verticillium wilt, and options to control the disease.
of the relevant literature.

Section 3 is a brief review

Section 4 describes our dynamic structural econometric model.

Section 5 describes our data.

We present our results in Section 6 and our counterfactual

simulations in Section 7. Section 8 concludes.
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Background

Invasive plant pathogens, including fungi, cause an estimated $21 billion in crop losses each
year in the United States (Rossman, 2009). California, a major agricultural producer and
global trader, sustains signicant economic damage from such pathogens.

Fungi damage

a wide variety of California crops, resulting in yield and quality related losses, reduced
exportability, and increased fungicide expenditures (Palm, 2001).
Lettuce is an important crop in California, and the majority of lettuce production
in the United States occurs in California.

The value of California's lettuce crop was $1.7

billion in 2013 (National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2015). Measured by value, lettuce
ranks in the top ten agricultural commodities produced in California (National Agricultural
Statistics Service, 2015). Lettuce production value is 27% of Monterey County's agricultural
production value (Monterey County Agricultural Commissioner, 2015). Approximately ten
to fteen thousand acres are planted to lettuce in Monterey County each season (spring,
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summer, and fall).

Spinach, broccoli, and strawberries are also important crops in the

region.

Verticillium dahliae

is a soil borne fungus that aicts lettuce. No eective treatment

exists once plants are infected by the fungus (Xiao and Subbarao, 1998; Fradin and Thomma,
2006).

The fungus can survive in the soil for fourteen years as microsclerotia, which are

resting structures that are produced as the pathogen colonizes a plant.

This allows the

fungus to remain in the soil even without a host plant. When a susceptible host is planted,
microsclerotia attack through the root, enter the water conducting tissue, and interfere with
the water uptake and transport through the plant. If the density of microsclerotia in the soil
passes a threshold, a disease known as Verticillium wilt occurs.

Lactuca sativa

Verticillium wilt rst killed a lettuce (

L.) crop in California's Parajo

Valley in 1995. Prior to this, lettuce was believed to be immune. Since then, the disease
has spread rapidly through the Salinas Valley, the prime lettuce production region of California. By 2010, more than 150 elds were infected with Verticillium wilt (Atallah, Hayes,

4 amounting to more than 4,000 acres (Krishna Subbarao, personal

and Subbarao, 2011),

communication, 2013). Although growers have resisted reporting the extent of the disease
since 2010, it is likely that the number of aected acres has increased since then (Krishna
Subbarao, personal communication, 2013).

Verticillium dahliae

is introduced to the soil in three possible ways. First, Verticillium

wilt can be spread locally from eld to eld by workers or equipment. Local spread is a relatively minor contributor, however, and growers have taken steps to mitigate this themselves,
for example by cleaning equipment before moving between elds.
A second way in which Verticillium wilt is introduced to the soil is via infested lettuce
seeds. However, studies of commercial lettuce seed lots from around the world show that
fewer than 18% tested positive for

V. dahliae

4 As

and, of those, the maximum incidence of

not all the elds that were infected by 2010 were known at the time Atallah, Hayes, and Subbarao
(2011) was published, the number of elds aected by 2010 elds is actually even higher, numbering over
175 elds (Krishna Subbarao, personal communication, 2013).
4

infection was less than 5% (Atallah, Hayes, and Subbarao, 2011).

These relatively low

levels do not cause Verticillium wilt in lettuce at an epidemic level. Models of the disease
suggest that a minimum of 5% infected lettuce seed planted for three to ve seasons would
be necessary for the disease to appear, with at least ve subsequent seasons required for the
high disease levels currently seen (Atallah, Hayes, and Subbarao, 2011).
The third way in which Verticillium wilt is introduced to the soil is via infested spinach
seeds. Spinach seeds have been shown to be the main source of the disease (du Toit, Derie,
and Hernandez-Perez, 2005; Short, D.P.G. et al., 2015); 89% of spinach seed samples are
infected, with mean incidence 18.51% of seeds per sample and a range of 0.3% to 84.8%
(du Toit, Derie, and Hernandez-Perez, 2005). The precise impact of planting infected spinach
seeds on Verticillium wilt of lettuce was recently assessed and conclusive proof obtained as the
cause of the disease on lettuce (Short, D.P.G. et al., 2015). Also, genetically, the pathogen
isolated from infected lettuce plants is identical to the pathogen carried on spinach seeds
(Atallah et al., 2010).
Infected spinach seeds carry an average of 200 to 300 microsclerotia per seed (Maruthachalam et al., 2013). As spinach crops are seeded at up to nine million seeds per hectare for
baby leaf spinach, even a small proportion of infected seeds can introduce many microsclerotia (du Toit and Hernandez-Perez, 2005).
One method for controlling Verticillium wilt is to fumigate with methyl bromide. As
methyl bromide is an ozone depleting substance, the Montreal Protocol has eliminated methyl
bromide use for fumigation of vegetable crops such as lettuce; however, certain crops such
as strawberries have received critical-use exemptions through 2016

5 (California Department

of Pesticide Regulation, 2010; United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2012b), and

5 Critical-use

exemption requests through 2014 specify that up to one third of the California strawberry
crop will be fumigated with methyl bromide, but actual use was much lower. The remainder of the crop is
treated with alternatives such as chloropicrin or 1,3-Dichloropropene (1,3-D) (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2012a). However, these alternatives (unless combined with methyl bromide) tend to
be less eective for Verticillium wilt. (Atallah, Hayes, and Subbarao, 2011). Field trials of other chemical
fumigants either have not been widely used due to township caps or are not yet registered and approved.
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the residual eects from strawberry fumigation provide protection for one or two seasons
of lettuce before microsclerotia densities rise (Atallah, Hayes, and Subbarao, 2011).

The

long-term availability of this solution is limited and uncertain.
A second method for controlling Verticillium wilt is to plant broccoli. Broccoli is not
susceptible to Verticillium wilt and it also reduces the levels of microsclerotia in the soil
(Subbarao and Hubbard, 1996; Subbarao, Hubbard, and Koike, 1999; Shetty et al., 2000).
Some growers have experimented with this solution, but relatively low returns from broccoli
in the region prevent this option from becoming a widespread solution. Planting all infected
acreage to broccoli may also ood the market, further driving down broccoli prices.
A third method for controlling Verticillium wilt is not to plant spinach, since spinach
seeds are the vector of pathogen introduction (du Toit, Derie, and Hernandez-Perez, 2005).
Growers who use this third control method of not planting spinach must forgo any prots
they would have received if they planted spinach.
Verticillium wilt can therefore be prevented or controlled by the grower by fumigating
with methyl bromide, planting broccoli (a low-return crop), or not planting spinach. These
control options require long-term investment for future gain.

3

Literature Review

The rst strand of literature to which our paper relates is that on the economics of pest
management (Hueth and Regev, 1974; Carlson and Main, 1976; Wu, 2001; Noailly, 2008;
McKee et al., 2009), which focuses on pests for which treatment is available after crops are
aected.

Existing economics work on fungi, such as Johansson et al. (2006) and Gomez,

Nunez, and Onal (2009) regarding soybean rust, focuses on spatial issues regarding the
spread of the fungus. By contrast, Verticillium wilt has only a limited geographic impact,
and thus dynamic considerations are more important than spatial ones for Verticillium wilt.
A second strand of literature to which our paper relates is that on dynamic models in
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agricultural management. As

V. dahliae

persists in the soil for many years, a static model

such as that proposed by Mott, Hall, and Osteen (1984) will not properly account for the
future benets of reducing microsclerotia in the soil. The dynamics of Verticillium wilt more
closely t the model by Wu (2001) regarding management of a seed bank.
Dynamic models have been used in agricultural management to analyze many problems. Weisensel and van Kooten (1990) use a dynamic model of growers' choices to plant
wheat, use tillage fallow to store moisture, or use chemical fallow to store moisture. They nd
that compared to prevailing xed crop rotations, exible cropping (with fallow periods) can
reduce the rate of soil erosion. In a related paper, van Kooten, Weisensel, and Chinthammit
(1990) use a dynamic model that explicitly includes soil quality in the farmer's utility function and a trade-o between soil quality (which may decline due to erosion) and net returns,
and nd that although farmers say they are concerned about soil stewardship, substantial
concern is necessary to eect change in agronomic practices.
Our paper builds on the literature on dynamic structural econometric modeling. Rust's
(1987; 1988) seminal papers use a nested xed point maximum likelihood estimation to
solve a dynamic structural econometric model.

This model has been adapted for many

applications, including bus engine replacement (Rust, 1987), nuclear power plant shutdown
(Rothwell and Rust, 1997), water management (Timmins, 2002), agriculture (De Pinto and
Nelson, 2009; Scott, 2013), air conditioner purchase (Rapson, 2014), wind turbine shutdowns
and upgrades (Cook and Lin Lawell, 2015), and copper mining decisions (Aguirregabiria and
Luengo, 2014).
There exists an extensive literature on contract choice in agriculture in both developed
and developing country contexts (see e.g., Allen and Leuck (1992)). Dubois (2002) analyzes
contracts and land fertility in the Philippines using a model incorporates the dynamics of
soil fertility: the tenant's actions in a given season aect future production because land
fertility is a function of both the previous period's fertility and the tenant's actions.
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4
4.1

Dynamic Structural Econometric Model
Model

We develop and estimate a single agent dynamic structural econometric model using the
econometric methods developed in the seminal paper by Rust (1987).
Each month

t,

each farmer

i

chooses an action

dit ∈ D.

The possible actions for each

farmer for each month include one of ve types of crops (resistant, susceptible (other than
lettuce), lettuce, spinach, and broccoli), combined with the choice to fumigate with methyl
bromide. To focus on the crops most relevant to this problem, we group the crops resistant
to Verticillium wilt together and the crops (other than lettuce) susceptible to Verticillium
wilt together. Lettuce, spinach, and broccoli are included separately as these crops are most
relevant to Verticillium wilt. Susceptible crops include strawberries, artichoke, and cabbage.
Resistant crops include cauliower and celery.
Although the raw data are observations on the day and time any fumigant is applied
on a eld, we aggregate to monthly observations. Growers are generally only making one
decision each season, i.e., which crop to plant and whether to fumigate before doing so.
The length of the season varies among crops, and can be as short as one month for spinach
and more than a year for strawberries.

For this reason, we choose a month as our time

period, and include in the model whether the grower continues with the same crop as in the
previous month to cover the case of multi-month seasons. Moreover, because not all crops
are harvested in all months, we also include variables describing the number of months until
harvest for each crop. For example, although Monterey County grows crops during a large
portion of the year, few crops are harvested in the winter months.
To estimate farmers' losses from Verticillium wilt, it would be ideal to observe actual
prices, quantities, costs, and level of microsclerotia for both growers facing losses from Verticillium wilt and those who are not.

In theory, prot maximizing farmers make optimal

planting and fumigating decisions factoring in the planting and input costs, as well as the
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costs of microsclerotia building up in the soil over time and potentially impacting future
crops. Unfortunately, data on farmers' actual price, quantity, costs, and level of microsclerotia are not available. The University of California at Davis "Cost and Return Studies" have
a limited number of estimates for the revenue and costs, but estimates are not available for
all the crops and years in our model.
Since actual price, quantity, costs, and level of microsclerotia are not available, we
account for the important factors in a grower's prot maximizing decision by including in
the payo function state variables that aect revenue, state variables that aect costs, state
variables that aect both revenue and costs, and state variables that aect either revenue or
cost by aecting the microsclerotia and the spread of Verticillium wilt. The dierent state
variables we include may have eects on price, yield, input costs, or microsclerotia levels.
Costs are accounted for by the crop-fumigation dummies and the constant in our model,
and we allow these costs to dier between the early and later periods of our data set. The
largest cost dierence among crops is due to fumigation, so we include a dummy for methyl
bromide fumigation to absorb cost dierences among crops.
The per-period payo to a farmer from choosing action
values of the state variables

sit

at time

t.

dit

at time

t

These state variables include:

depends of the
a dummy for

being the harvest month for the crop; price; dummy variables for methyl bromide, spinach,
lettuce, and whether the crop chosen this period is the same as in the previous month;
and coecients for the microsclerotia proxy variables (methyl bromide history and broccoli
history) interacted with the lettuce dummy variable and the spinach dummy variable.
The per-period payo to a farmer from choosing action

6 Because

dit

at time

t

is given by:

6

the model requires discrete data, we bin the action and state variables. This means that there
are not meaningful units associated with the data, payos or value functions, and the payo and value
functions described in the model do not explicitly measure revenue or prot. However, the payo function
does include action and state variables that aect revenue (such as price); costs (such as methyl bromide
today); both revenue and costs; and either revenue and/or costs through their eect on microsclerotia and
the spread of Verticillium wilt.
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U (dit , sit , it , θ) = π(dit , sit , θ) + i (dit ),
where the deterministic component

π(dit ,sit , θ) = θ1 · spinach

π(·)

dummyit

of the per-period payo is given by:

+ θ2 · methyl

+ θ4 · (lettuce

bromide dummyit

+ θ3 · broccoli

dummyit

+ θ5 · (lettuce

dummyit * broccoli historyit )

dummyit * methyl bromide historyit )

+ θ6 · (spinach

dummyit *methyl bromide historyit )

+ θ7 · (spinach

dummyit *broccoli historyit )

+ θ8 · lettuce
+ θ10 · last

dummyit

+ θ9 · (priceit *

crop dummyit

(1)

harvest month dummyit )

+ θ11 .

Spinach will tend to increase microsclerotia, thus decreasing quantity harvested, increasing microsclerotia costs, and potentially increasing input costs as growers need to fumigate more. The coecient on the spinach dummy captures the eects of spinach on payos
that are not internalized in spinach price.
Fumigation with methyl bromide in the current period aects prot in a number of
ways.

For susceptible crops, fumigation prevents disease and increases the quantity har-

vested. It will also have an impact on the quality of the crop and therefore perhaps also have
an impact on the actual price received. However, methyl bromide fumigation, especially in
more recent years, is very expensive and raises input costs dramatically. This is the largest
cost dierence among crops. If microsclerotia have built up in the soil, fumigation greatly
reduces the level and thus reduces the costs of microsclerotia for the current and future
periods. Thus, methyl bromide fumigation is a control option that requires incurring costs
or forgoing prot in the current period for future benet.
Broccoli is not highly protable, but growers continue to plant it. Broccoli may have
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future benets for lettuce growers. Thus, planting broccoli is a control option that requires
incurring costs or forgoing prot in the current period for future benet.
Since fumigation can reduce the levels of microsclerotia even beyond the initial crop,
we include variables indicating the fumigation history with methyl bromide within the last
twelve months and the broccoli history within the last twelve months. We expect methyl
bromide fumigation history and broccoli history to be closely linked to the presence of
microsclerotia in a eld. Methyl bromide fumigation history and broccoli history will tend
to decrease microsclerotia levels in the soil, leading to increased harvest for susceptible crops
and lower microsclerotia and input costs. We interact the microsclerotia related variables
with a dummy variable for lettuce being planted in the current period because lettuce is
the primary susceptible crop. Methyl bromide fumigation history interacted with planting
lettuce today would have a positive coecient if having fumigated with methyl bromide is
an eective control option. Similarly, broccoli history interacted with planting lettuce today
would have a positive coecient if having planted broccoli is an eective control option.
These two parameters will allow us to consider the eectiveness of these two control options.
We also interact the methyl bromide history and broccoli history variables with the
dummy variable for spinach being planted in the current period, to capture whether the
undesirability of spinach is mitigated by having methyl bromide history and/or broccoli
history.
Growers continue to plant lettuce even though it is susceptible, and the coecient on
lettuce captures any additional benet of lettuce beyond its price.
Growers base decisions in part on the price they expect to receive for their harvested
crops (Scott, 2013).

We do not observe the prices that growers expect, and we base our

model on expected gross returns. We use the marketing year average price for each crop. We
encode and discretize this variable. We interact this variable with a dummy variable that
is equal to one during the harvest season for each crop. This reects the fact that although
a grower may plant the same crop for multiple months, he only receives revenue during the
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7 In particular, the expected gross revenue to

months of the harvest season for that crop.

8 Thus,

harvesting a crop during non-harvest season months (e.g., during the winter) is 0.

by incorporating the expected gross return in the payo of function and by modeling the
dynamic decision-making of growers of when and what to plant, and of whether and when
to fumigate, our model accounts for the biological reality of how long a crop needs to be
in the ground, because a prot maximizing grower is unlikely to pull out the crop before
it is ready to harvest (and therefore before he would receive the expected return), barring
problems such as Verticillium wilt or other issues that meant that crop was unhealthy.
The last crop dummy variable is equal to one if the crop in a particular month is the
same as the crop planted in the previous month. The last crop dummy captures both the
requirement to grow a particular crop over multiple months, as well as any tendency for a
grower to choose to replant the same crop over and over again, perhaps harvest after harvest.

4.2

Methods

Although we follow a similar method for both long-term and short-term growers, the dierences in horizon result in slightly dierent estimation techniques, which we describe below.

7 On

average, the length of the harvest season is less than 2 months in our data set, and equal to about
1.5 months on average for most crops. The exception are susceptible crops, which include strawberries,
and which have an average harvest season length of 2.59 months. In the case of strawberries, however,
strawberries are an ongoing harvest crop and therefore the more months in the harvest season it is grown,
the more product can be harvested, so it is reasonable to assume that a grower may receive revenue each
harvest month during which strawberries are grown. We choose not to model the grower as only receiving the
revenue for his crop the rst month of the harvest season, as this would not explain why growers may plant
the same crop for multiple months in the harvest season. Staying in the harvest season longer sometimes
yields higher revenue because it enables the grower to harvest more product or replant the crop for more
harvest, both of which are better captured by having the grower receive more revenue if he stays in the
harvest season longer. For similar reasons, we choose not to model the grower as only receiving the revenue
for his crop the last month of the harvest season. As seen in the robustness checks below, we nd that the
results are robust to whether we divide the marketing year average price for each crop by its average harvest
season length, and therefore to whether we assume growers who plant the same crop for multiple months
receive more revenue than those who plant that crop for only one month.
8 The costs of inputs (i.e. net returns) are included in the constant, which we expect to be negative.
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4.2.1

Long-Term Growers (`Owners')

The value function for a long-term grower, which gives the present discounted value of the
farmer's entire stream of per-period payos at the optimum, is given by the following Bellman
equation:

Z
V (s, , θ) = max(π(d, s, θ) + (d) + β
d∈D

where

β

V (s0 , 0 ; θ)d Pr(s0 , 0 |s, , d, θ)),

is the discount factor. We set our monthly discount factor to

To estimate the unknown parameters

θ = [θ1 , ..., θ11 ],

(2)

β = 0.999.

we use a nested xed point

maximum likelihood estimation technique developed by Rust (1987, 1988). We assume the
observed choices are the result of the optimal decision rule

dt = γ(st , t )

that solves the

Bellman equation.
We assume the state variables evolve as a rst-order Markov process, with a transition
density given by

Pr(st+1 , t+1 |st , dt , t , θ).

The transition paths for the history state variables

and current period dummy variables depend on the current action choice. Since the price
variable we use is the annual county average, we assume that the choice of any one grower
would not have a large enough eect to inuence prices.
We assume that the state variables and the error term (unobservables) are conditionally
independent and that the error terms are distributed multivariate extreme value.

Under

these assumptions, the value function for a long-term grower given in Equation (2) can be
rewritten as:

V (s, , θ) = max (π(d, s, θ) + (d) + βV c (s, d, θ)),
d∈D(s)

where

V c (·) is the continuation value,

which is the expected value of the value function next

period conditional on the state variables and action this period:
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Z

c

V (s, d, θ) =

V (s0 , 0 ; θ)d Pr(s0 , 0 |s, , d, θ).

(3)

The choice probability for a long-term grower is given by:

exp (π(d, s, θ) + βV c (s, d, θ))
Pr(d|s, θ) = P
.
˜ s, θ) + βV c (s, d,
˜ θ))
exp (π(d,
˜
d∈D(s)
After obtaining the model predictions for the choice probabilities as functions of the
state variables and the unknown parameters

θ, the parameters θ can then be estimated using

maximum likelihood. Solving the likelihood function requires an inner xed point algorithm
to compute

V c (·)

as rapidly as possible and an outer optimization algorithm to nd the

maximizing value of

θ,

i.e., a xed point calculation is nested within a maximum likelihood

estimation (MLE). From Blackwell's Theorem, the xed point is unique.
Standard errors are formed by a nonparametric bootstrap. Fields are randomly drawn
from the data set with replacement to generate 100 independent panels each with the same
number of elds as in the original data set. The structural model is run on each of the panels.
The standard errors are then formed by taking the standard deviation of the estimates from
each of the random samples.

4.2.2

Short-Term Growers (`Renters')

In contrast to long-term growers, who face an innite horizon problem, short-term growers
face a nite horizon problem with a nite horizon of

T = 12

months. The value function for

a short-term grower, which gives the present discounted value of the farmer's entire stream of
per-period payos at the optimum, is given by the following nite-horizon Bellman equation:

Vt (s, , θ) = max(π(d, s, θ) + (d) + β E[Vt+1 (s0 , 0 , θ)|s, , d, θ]).
d∈D

(4)

We solve for the value function for the nite-horizon short-term grower's dynamic
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optimization problem by using backwards iteration, and use the value functions for each
time period to solve for the choice probabilities for each time period. In particular, under
the assumptions that the state variables and the error term (unobservables) are conditionally
independent and that the error terms are distributed multivariate extreme value, the value
function for a short-term grower given in Equation (4) can be rewritten as:

Vt (s, , θ) = max (π(d, s, θ) + (d) + βVtc (s, d, θ)),
d∈D(s)

where

Vtc (·) is the continuation value at time t and is solved for via backwards iteration from

the terminal condition that the nal period continuation value

VTc

at month

T = 12

is equal

to zero.
The choice probability for a short-term grower is given by:

Pr(d|s, θ) = P
t

exp (π(d, s, θ) + βVtc (s, d, θ))
.
˜ s, θ) + βVtc (s, d,
˜ θ))
exp (π(d,
˜
d∈D(s)

Although we use the same per-period payo functions as before, our expectations
about the parameter estimates are quite dierent. Owing to the intertemporal externality,
we expect short-term growers to be less concerned about the impact of their actions on the
level of microsclerotia in the soil in the future. These growers will have dierent incentives
and may be less likely to fumigate or plant broccoli if they will not see the future benet.

4.3

Owners versus Renters

Because the options for controlling Verticillium wilt require long-term investments for future
gain, an intertemporal externality arises among short-term growers, who are likely to be
renters. Short-term growers might not reap future benets from these control options since
they only rent land for a short period of time.

Renters, therefore, might not make the

long-term investments needed to control Verticillium wilt. As a consequence, future renters
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and landowners may suer from decisions of previous renters not to invest in control options.
Thus, decisions made by current renters impose an intertemporal externality on future renters
and landowners.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that land values can drop as much as 25% when it is
discovered that acreage is contaminated. Landowners have reported renters asking for reduced rent because of

V. dahliae contamination (personal communication, Krishna Subbarao,

2013).
Contracting can sometimes internalize an externality that would otherwise be present.
This idea was formalized by Coase (1960). This would seem to be the ideal solution; usually
only two parties are involved in the rental agreement (the landowner and the renter) and
a contract is likely already in place. Adding stipulations to control Verticillium wilt would
seem logical and simple.

For example, contracts may include penalties for crop choice or

fumigation decisions that do not conform to the contract. In addition, pesticide applications
must be reported to the Monterey County Agricultural Commissioner, including the date,
time, location, chemicals applied, and application method. In principle, these methods could
allow landowners to monitor renters, should they choose to do so.
However, the existing contracts may be inecient or unenforced, and enforcing eort
may not be possible. For example, it would be dicult for the land owner to tell if spinach had
been planted until it sprouted, in which case it is too late for preventative action. Moreover,
even if the renter could be subject to penalties resulting from the contract, the exact damages
may be dicult to determine. In addition, the level of sanitation eort a renter exerts may
not be observable or veriable.

Although the disease does not spread from eld to eld

on its own, it may be introduced from contaminated boots or equipment. It would require
substantial eort for a landowner to ensure that a renter never brings equipment from one
eld to another without washing it in between. The delayed nature of the disease, in which
it may take several years to build up in the soil to damaging levels, means that it may be
dicult for owners to observe when a eld was contaminated and who is responsible.
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When it is costly for the renter to prevent Verticillium wilt, and costly for the landowner
to observe the renter's actions, a contract may not suce to protect the two parties and
reach an ecient level of cooperation between them. Furthermore, if contracts that include
stipulations to control Verticillium wilt are not the norm in the area, highly restrictive
contracts may be less desirable and receive lower rents.
Although we do not have data on contracts themselves, it is a testable empirical question whether existing renter contracts internalize the intertemporal externality imposed by
renters on future renters and landowners. In considering whether contracts may internalize
all the externalities imposed by renters, we compare the results from short-term growers to
those from long-term growers, and also compare results from short-term growers early in the
time period (1993 to 2000) with those later in the time period (2001 to 2011). Verticillium
wilt was not identied on lettuce until 1995 and the likely sources of the disease were not
known until years later. If contracting internalized this externality, we would expect to see
more signs of this in the later period. By comparing short-term grower crop and fumigation
choices with long-term grower crop and fumigation choices both in the early and later periods
in the data, we can provide some evidence on whether existing renter contracts internalize
the intertemporal externality.

5

Data

We use Pesticide Use Reporting (PUR) data from the California Department of Pesticide
Regulation.

9

Our data set is composed of all elds in Monterey County on which any

10 Additional data on

regulated pesticide was applied in the years 1993 to 2011, inclusive.

prices, yields, and acreage come from the Monterey Agricultural Commissioner's Oce. The

9 For

more information see: http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/pur/purmain.htm.
use the eld identier as as well as the section, township, and range data from the PUR data set to
match elds across time.
10 We
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11 his colleagues, and their published work.

biological model data are from Krishna Subbarao,

The California Department of Pesticide Regulation collects information on all agricultural pesticide use.

Each county agricultural commissioner must report monthly data on

pesticide use. California was the rst state to require full reporting, beginning in 1990. We
nd that data are more reliable with the rst few years omitted, due to irregular reporting
and inconsistent tracking of elds in the early years. Thus, our data set is comprised of all
elds in Monterey County on which any regulated pesticide was applied over the years 1993
to 2011, inclusive.
We combine the data sets for each year from 1993 to 2011. We delete a small number of
observations that are non-agricultural uses (golf courses, freeway sidings, etc.). We collapse
the data set into monthly observations. We group the crops into six categories: susceptible
(which includes artichoke, strawberries, and cabbage, but excludes lettuce which we represent
separately), resistant (cauliower and celery), lettuce, spinach, broccoli, and other.

From

these, we form nine action choices: susceptible, susceptible with recent fumigation, resistant,
broccoli, broccoli with recent fumigation, lettuce, lettuce with recent fumigation, spinach,
and other.

12

Lettuce is a major crop in Monterey County.

To make the model manageable, we

include only the most common crops in Monterey County and those that are most often
grown in rotation with lettuce.

The crops explicitly included in our model account for

11 Krishna

Subbarao is a Professor of Plant Pathology and Cooperative Extension Specialist at the University of California at Davis. He has studied Verticillium wilt for many years.
12 The data contain the crop planted in each eld for each recorded pesticide application. Although the
focus of our research is on methyl bromide, the other pesticides provide observations regarding which crops
are in the ground at which times. Due to the nature of the data, sometimes this means that we do not
observe the entire production cycle of a crop. For example, strawberries are often in the ground for a year
or more; however, if there is no registered pesticide applied in one of those months, a gap in the production
cycle may appear in our data. We account for this in several ways. As long as the missing data are missing
for exogenous reasons, missing data will not bias the results. Since there are no pesticide treatments for
Verticillium wilt once crops are in the ground, we have reason to believe that missing months mid-production
cycle due to no pesticide application in that month are exogenous to the impact of Verticillium wilt on crop
and methyl bromide fumigation choice. We compared the distribution of these months between short-term
and long-term growers and nd that they are similar distributions. Finally, in the simulations, we simulate
all months in the time period, but only count grower-months that are present in the actual data when
calculating welfare and other statistics for comparison purposes.
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nearly 90% of the observations. We account for the many rarely planted crops by including

13 We use the Commercial Vegetables Index of Prices Received by

an "other crop" option.

Farmers from the USDA for purposes of estimating other crop revenue.
For control options, we use recent histories for broccoli and methyl bromide because
their eect on microsclerotia is relatively short-lived. Microsclerotia levels rebound within
one to two seasons, or approximately one year.

Thus, broccoli history is the number of

months broccoli was planted in the last 12 months, and methyl bromide history is the
number of months methyl bromide was used in the last 12 months.
Our data point to a variety of dierent types of growers. The vast majority of elds
(94% of observations) have only one grower over the entire time period. Of these, we call
as long-term growers (`owners') those who appear in the data on from 1994 to 2010, and
we model their decision-making as an innite horizon problem. Some long-term growers are
associated with a large number of elds which they plant repeatedly and consecutively; other
growers have only a few elds.
The other 6% of the Pesticide Use Data elds have multiple growers who appear during

14 Of these, we want to consider growers who are most likely to be

the observed time period.

renters or not invested in the land or soil quality.
Due to the limited nature of the Pesticide Use Reporting (PUR) data, we adopt a
conservative approach to identifying possible renters.

In particular, we call as short-term

growers (`renters') those who appear on a eld for only one year and never repeat, and who
grow on a eld on which other dierent short-term growers appear at dierent times over the

13 These

crops include various herbs, berries, nursery products, nuts, wine grapes, livestock, and many
others.
14 For a very small number of elds (191 out of more than 130,000, or less than 0.15%), the eld identication appears to be either miscoded or reused such that a eld is not uniquely identied. On these elds,
there are more than ve dierent growers per eld. In some cases, there are overlaps related to collapsing the
data set into monthly observations, i.e., one grower harvests a crop early in the month and another grower
plants a dierent crop near the end of the month, but other cases are less clear, where dierent growers are
recorded fumigating dierent crops on dierent size plots during the same time period. We do not include
these elds in either the owner or renter data set.
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15 Although other growers may also have a short-term time horizon,

course of the data set.

we focus on this particular group in order to look at the maximum dierence between the
short-term and long-term growers. Of the short-term growers, only 37% do not appear on
any other elds in any other year. To have a sucient sample size, we use both growers who
appear to rent on only one eld as well as those who appear to rent on multiple elds.
Our data set for long-term growers consists of 615 elds for seventeen years. The total
number of observations is 25,789, so there are between two and three observations per year
for each grower on average. Our data set for short-term growers consists of 3,409 elds that
appear for one year each and a total number of observations equal to 9,312. There are also
between two and three observations per year per eld on average. We also break the data
into two periods, early (up through 2000) and late (post 2000), for long-term and short-term
growers.
We use a marketing year average price for each crop

16 to represent growers' expectations

about prices for each year. The marketing year average price is in units of dollars per acre,

17 Using the current year's

and therefore measures revenue per acre and incorporates yield.

15 It

is possible that the limited nature of the Pesticide Use Reporting data (encoded by grower identication number and eld identication number) may be obscuring growers who have long-term interests at
heart, even though they appear in a limited capacity. For example, rentals within a family or a pest control
advisor applying pesticide on behalf of an owner, may appear in what we are calling the renter data set.
These data are dened in the next section. If anything, this should skew our results in favor of short-term
growers acting like long-term growers, so any dierences between the groups are diluted. In a sense, the
family bond acts as a reduction in the contract enforcement costs and, assuming the family members want
to remain on good terms, results in a type of repeated game rather than a single interaction.
16 For lettuce, we use a weighted average of the prices for head and leaf lettuce. In the early years of the
data set, romaine and other types of lettuce were not broken out separately, so gross revenue numbers vary
based on this reporting, but do not aect the discretized value of the price.
17 We look at gross revenue rather than net revenue due to data limitations. Costs are captured by our
crop-fumigation dummies and our constant. Estimating net revenue did not improve the overall model, and
cost dierences among crops are mainly driven by methyl bromide fumigation, which is explicitly included
in the model, and/or the dierence between strawberry costs compared to other crops. Strawberry costs are
generally an order of magnitude higher than for the vegetable crops, in part due to fumigation cost (Richard
Smith, Farm Advisor for Vegetable Crop Production & Weed Science with the University of California Cooperative Extension in Monterey County, personal communication, 2014). We also attempted to incorporate
this eect by including dummy variables for the dierent crop choices and fumigation, with resistant crops
as the baseline. Unsurprisingly, the susceptible dummy variables (which includes strawberries) was collinear
with the methyl bromide fumigation variable. We omitted the susceptible crop dummy variable in the current
model. Although this does not explicitly incorporate costs, we expect these dummy variables to incorporate,
at least partially, the cost dierences among the dierent crops.
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marketing year average price assumes that farmers have rational expectations about what
the average marketing year price will be that year.

The Monterey County Agricultural

Commissioner's Oce publishes annual crop reports including prices, yields harvest, and
acreages for major crops in the county. Monterey County is a major producer of many of
the crops included in our model.

For most crops, these prices are highly correlated with

California-wide price data published by the National Agricultural Statistics Service.

We

discretize the marketing year average price into 6 bins; the marketing year average price bins
are shown in Figure 1.
To account for the fact that growers may apply pesticide in months that they will not
actually harvest a crop, we combine the marketing year average price data with data on
the timing of harvests for various crops in Monterey. This harvest variable for each crop is
equal to zero in months during which a particular crop is not harvested (i.e., winter months

18 For

for most crops) and equal to one in months during which a crop may be harvested.

all crops, we have observations during the winter months either just after crops have been
planted and are not yet ready for harvest or crops such as strawberries that overwinter for
harvest in the coming year.
For robustness, we also run the model using lagged prices instead of current prices,
which assumes that the farmers' best guess for this year's price is last year's price.

The

results are robust to whether we assume farmers have rational expectations about prices or
whether we assume instead that farmers use last year's price as the best guess for this year's
price.
Figures 2 and 3 plot the actual fraction of grower-months in each action type for the
owners in all time periods, the owners in the early time periods, the owners in the later time
periods, the renters in all time periods, the renters in the early time periods, and the renters
in the later time periods, respectively. As seen in Figure 2, lettuce accounts for over

18 There

60%

is a separate harvest variable for each crop choice. These data come from Richard Smith,
Farm Advisor for Vegetable Crop Production & Weed Science with the University of California Cooperative
Extension in Monterey County.
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of the grower-months for owners. As seen in Figure 3, for renters, susceptible crops account
for approximately

20%

of the grower-months in the early period and approximately

the grower-months in the later period, while lettuce accounts for approximately
grower-months in the early period and almost

50%

30%

of

of the

30% of the grower-months in the later period.

Figures A.1-A.6 in Appendix A plot the actual fraction of grower-months in each action
type by month of year for the owners in the all, early, and late time periods and the renters
in the all, early, and late time periods respectively.
Figures A.7 and A.8 in Appendix A display the fraction of grower-months in each
action type by year for the owner all data set and the renter all data set, respectively. We
exclude the other time periods because there is not data for the entire period by denition.
Long-term growers fumigate less frequently, plant spinach more frequently, and plant
broccoli more frequently compared to short-term growers. Both growers plant susceptible
crops about 60% of the time, but long-term-term growers plant predominantly lettuce. Longterm growers are more consistent in their crop mix across years.
Summary statistics for the discretized state variables for the owners in all time periods
are in Tables 1. Summary statistics for the state variables for the renters in all time periods
are in Table 2. The full set of summary statistics for owner all, early, and late, and renter
all, early, and late are available in Tables A.1-A.6, respectively, in Appendix A. Spinach is
a relatively small portion of the acreage grown in Monterey County, approximately a tenth
of the size of the acreage planted to lettuce according to the most recent Monterey County
Crop Report.
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6

Results

6.1

Long-term growers

The base case results for the long-term growers are presented below in Table 3. We show
the results for the entire time period of our data set ('all'), as well as for the the early half
of the data prior to 2001 ('early') and the later half of the data from 2001 to 2011 ('late').
The estimated parameters are parameters in the per-period payo function in Equation (1).
The payos do not have units because we discretized returns per acre so that it is no longer
in dollars. Since we do not have units for payos, we can compare only relative payos and
welfare.
The coecient on the spinach dummy is signicant and negative, suggesting that
spinach is not desirable to plant for reasons that are not fully captured by its price.

19 This

provides evidence that Verticillium wilt is a problem, since it is likely due to the fact that
spinach is associated with Verticillium wilt that spinach is undesirable to plant.

20

The coecient on methyl bromide in the current period is signicant and negative,
which means there is a cost to methyl bromide that may yield future benet to either the
current crop or a future crop.

The coecient is more negative in the later half of the

data, likely because the Montreal Protocol started to limit the legal availability of methyl
bromide during this period (California Department of Pesticide Regulation, 2010; United
States Environmental Protection Agency, 2012b), and also because there is more demand
for methyl bromide in the later half of the data set when Verticillium wilt became more of

19 Because

price is the discretized marketing average price of spinach per acre, the price measures revenue
per acre, and therefore incorporates yield as well. Thus, the signicant negative coecient on the spinach
dummy suggests that spinach is not desirable to plant for reasons that are not fully captured by its price,
yield or revenue per acre.
20 The negative coecient on the spinach dummy is possibly also consistent with a problem in modeling
where the other crops with longer crop cycles would potentially be more appealing than spinach. However,
even when returns are divided by the length of season, the returns to spinach versus other crops still follow
the same order. This suggests that the season length is not the driving factor behind this coecient. We
conrm in robustness checks below that the signicant negative coecient on the spinach dummy is robust
to whether we divide returns by season length.
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a problem, resulting in a higher price for using methyl bromide.
The broccoli dummy coecient is negative, but not signicant, suggesting that planting
broccoli is not as desirable as planting lettuce (since the lettuce dummy is a signicant
positive coecient) and requires foregoing current benets (or incurring current costs) for
future gain. The point estimate is less negative in the later period compared to the earlier
period, suggesting that broccoli is slightly more desirable when Verticillium wilt is more of
a problem.
The coecient on the interaction term between lettuce and methyl bromide history is
signicant and positive in the later half of the time period, suggesting that methyl bromide
is an eective control option in the later period.
The coecient on the interaction term between lettuce and broccoli history is signicant and positive, which suggests that planting broccoli is also an eective control option.
Although the coecient on the spinach dummy and methyl bromide history interaction
term is not signicant, the lettuce and methyl bromide interaction coecient is signicant
and positive for the later period.
Although the coecient on the spinach dummy and broccoli history interaction term
is not signicant, the lettuce and broccoli history interaction term is signicant and positive.
The lettuce dummy has a positive coecient, which means that long-term growers
derive benets from planting lettuce beyond its price, such as meeting shipper contract

21

requirements.

Thus, it is desirable for farmers to control Verticillium wilt, since they

benet from planting lettuce.
The coecient on price at the time of harvest is negative. Economic theory predicts
that price will have a positive eect on return. Looking further into the data, the reason for
this result becomes more clear. Strawberries have a much higher revenue per acre than any of
the vegetable crops included in this data set, on the order of $70,000 for strawberries versus

21 In

the model, returns are estimated at the county level, so although contracts can and do specify prices,
we expect the the return used in the model to be exogenous to contracting decisions.
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$20,000 or less for some vegetable crops.

Most growers concentrate on either strawberry

crops or vegetable crops, so there are very few cases in the data of growers switching to
strawberries from vegetable crops, even though this is what one would expect based on price
alone. When strawberries are removed as an action choice in the analysis, the coecient for
price is then positive. In addition, some strawberry growers are switching to contracts in
which the price plays very little role in determining their prot. They are paid a baseline
amount for growing the crop and may make more money in a particularly good year, but
do not bear the downside risk in a poor year. This suggests that there may be something
partially driving growers' decision-making that is not observable to us as the econometrician,
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a phenomenon we hope to analyze further in future work.

The coecient on the last crop dummy is signicant and positive, which suggests that
farmers are committed to previous crops, which is also consistent with the hypothesis that
farmers do not switch crops often and therefore are less responsive to price.

6.2

Short-term growers

The base case results for short-term growers are shown in Table 4. The results for short-term
and long-term growers often have dierent signs, magnitudes, and signicance.
For short-term growers, the coecient on the spinach dummy is signicant and negative, and it is more negative in the later period compared to the earlier period, which suggests
that contracts punish short-term growers for planting spinach, especially in the later period
when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem.
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22 It is possible that there may be some omitted variable bias related to strawberries,

whereby we are unable
to observe all of the drivers of growers' decision-making. Growers may have connections and contracts that tie
them to these crops that we cannot observe. They may have expertise or risk proles that better suit certain
crops. Perhaps some growers consider themselves vegetable growers and the cost of switching to strawberries
is too high. Uncertainty related to the future of methyl bromide and its lack of suitable replacements for
treating Verticillium wilt could also play a role. We hope to explore these issues further in future work.
23 The negative coecient on the spinach dummy is possibly also consistent with a problem in modeling
where the other crops with longer crop cycles would potentially be more appealing than spinach. However,
even when returns are divided by the length of season, the returns to spinach versus other crops still follow
the same order. This suggests that the season length is not the driving factor behind this coecient. We
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The coecient on methyl bromide in the current period is signicant and negative,
which means there is a cost to methyl bromide that may yield future benet. Contracts do
not reward short-term growers for fumigating with methyl bromide, and therefore do not
fully internalize the intertemporal externalities imposed by renters on future renters and
landowners.
The coecient on the broccoli dummy is signicant and negative, suggesting that
planting broccoli is not as desirable as planting lettuce (since the lettuce dummy is a positive coecient) and requires incurring current costs for future gain. Contracts do not reward
short-term growers for planting broccoli, and therefore do not fully internalize the intertemporal externalities imposed by renters on future renters and landowners.
The point estimate on the interaction term between lettuce and methyl bromide fumigation history is negative, unlike the coecient for long-term growers. This may be because
lettuce is not as valuable if the soil has been recently fumigated, for example, because it
is not organic. Also, the cost of fumigation is unlikely to be recovered by growing lettuce
after fumigation for many years. Alternatively, the methyl bromide history could be present
in cases in which the disease infection is especially bad, and therefore the lettuce crop is
more likely to succumb to Verticillium wilt, negatively impacting welfare. The coecient is
signicant and negative for the early period but not signicant for the later period, which
suggests that short-term growers benet more from having methyl bromide history in the
later period, when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem, and therefore that there is an intertemporal externality imposed by renters on future renters, since methyl bromide is costly
to use and not rewarded by contracts, but leads to future benets for future renters.
The coecient on the lettuce and broccoli history interaction term is positive for
short-term growers; however, the coecient is only signicant (at the 10% level) for the later
period, which suggests that short-term growers benet more from having broccoli history

conrm in robustness checks below that the signicant negative coecient on the spinach dummy is robust
to whether we divide returns by season length.
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in the later period, when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem and therefore that there is
an intertemporal externality imposed by renters on future renters, since planting broccoli is
costly and not rewarded by contracts, but leads to future benets for future renters.
The spinach dummy and methyl bromide history interaction term has a negative and
highly signicant coecient.

This implies that renters are punished for planting spinach,

even if they have methyl bromide fumigation history.

The spinach dummy and broccoli

history interaction coecient is positive but not signicant.
The current period lettuce dummy is positive and highly signicant for all three shortterm grower cases, but the coecient is less positive in the later half. Lettuce generates lower
returns in the later half of period when compared with the early period, possibly because
Verticillium wilt becomes more of a problem in the later period.
Unlike for the owners, the coecient on price at the time of harvest is positive and
signicant. Renters are highly responsive to price, more so than long-term owners, who may
be more committed to previous crops.
The last crop dummy is positive and signicant, but much smaller in magnitude than
that for long-term growers.

This ts with the previous result that long-term growers are

more committed to previous crops than are short-term growers.

6.3

Welfare

We calculate the normalized average welfare per grower per month for renters and owners for
all, early, and late subsets of the data. The welfare is calculated as the present discounted
value of the entire stream of payos evaluated at the parameter values, summed over all
growers in the relevant data set, then divided by the number of grower-months in the relevant
data set. The average welfare per grower per month is then normalized to 100 for owners in
the entire time period.
The standard errors for the welfare values are calculated using the parameter estimates
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from each of 100 bootstrap samples. For each of the 100 bootstrap samples, we calculate the
average welfare per grower per month using the parameter estimates from that bootstrap
sample, and normalize it.

The standard error of the normalized welfare is the standard

deviation of the normalized welfare over all 100 bootstrap samples.
The welfare results are presented in Table 5. According to the welfare results, average
welfare per grower-month is higher in the earlier time period than in the later time period
for the long-term growers, perhaps because Verticillium wilt became more of a problem in
the later time period. Average welfare per grower-month is higher for the long-term growers
than for the short-term growers over the entire period as well as in both the early and
later time periods, perhaps because long-term growers who optimize over an innite horizon
instead of a nite horizon and who internalize the intertemporal externality are able earn a
higher payo per grower-month. We simulate counterfactual scenarios to analyze potential
explanations for these results in Section 7.

6.4

Robustness checks

We run two alternative specications as robustness checks.

In the rst robustness check,

we run the above model using lagged prices rather than current prices. In contrast to our
base case model, which assumes rational expectations about price, this model assumes that
growers' best guess for this year's price is last year's price. Table 6 presents the results for
the owners. Table 7 presents the results for the renters. The results are generally robust to
assumptions about price.
In our second robustness check, we examine whether the results are robust to the
possibility that some growers may plant the same crop for multiple months in a harvest
season.

In our base case model, growers receive the average price each month during the

harvest season. Due to concerns related to double counting the revenues received by growers
who grow crops with multi-month harvest seasons versus crops that grow in potentially only
one-month harvest seasons (namely spinach), we calculate the average number of months a
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crop is grown during the harvest season for that crop.
On average, the length of the harvest season is less than 2 months in our data set, and
equal to about 1.5 months on average for most crops. The exception are susceptible crops,
which include strawberries, and which have an average harvest season length of 2.59 months.
In the case of strawberries, however, strawberries are an ongoing harvest crop and therefore
the more months in the harvest season it is grown, the more product can be harvested, so it
is reasonable to assume that a grower may receive revenue each harvest month during which
strawberries are grown.
We examine whether the results are robust to whether we divide the marketing year
average price for each crop by its average harvest season length, and therefore to whether
we assume growers who plant the same crop for multiple months in a harvest season receive
more revenue than those who plant that crop for only one month in the harvest season. To
do so, we run the model again, this time dividing the marketing year average price for each
crop by its average harvest season length in the data set, so that the grower receives the
average price over the course of the harvest season, rather than receive the average price
each month during the harvest season.
For each crop and year, we divided the revenue by the average number of months for
that crop and rebinned the revenue values. This method better accounts for concerns about
crops with a long growing season (e.g., strawberries) articially having a higher value for
revenue than crops with a short growing season (e.g., spinach).

24

Table 8 presents the results for this robustness check for long-term growers and Table 9
presents the results for short-term growers. For both long-term and short-term growers, the
signs and magnitudes of the coecients are consistent with previous results. Moreover, in

24 We

choose not to model the grower as only receiving the revenue for his crop the rst month of the
harvest season, as this would not explain why growers may plant the same crop for multiple months in the
harvest season. Staying in the harvest season longer sometimes yields higher revenue because it enables the
grower to harvest more product or replant the crop for more harvest, both of which are better captured
by having the grower receive more revenue if he stays in the harvest season longer. For similar reasons,
we choose not to model the grower as only receiving the revenue for his crop the last month of the harvest
season.
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some cases the results have higher levels of signicance, which further strengthen our results.
For long-term growers, the negative coecient on the broccoli dummy was not signicant in the base case results, but is now signicant for both the entire time period and
the early period, providing even more evidence that planting broccoli is not as desirable
as planting lettuce (since lettuce today dummy is positive) and requires foregoing current
benets (incurring current costs) for future gain.
The positive coecient on the lettuce dummy and methyl bromide history interaction
term was previously signicant only in the late period; it is now signicant for all three time
periods, providing even more evidence that methyl bromide history is an eective control
option, and even more so in later half.
In addition, the positive coecient on the spinach dummy and methyl bromide history
interaction term was not signicant in the previous results; but are now are signicant for
all three time periods, providing even more evidence that the undesirability of spinach is
mitigated by having methyl bromide history.
Similarly, the positive coecient on the spinach dummy and broccoli history interaction
term was not signicant in the previous results; but are now are signicant for all three time
periods, providing even more evidence that the undesirability of spinach is mitigated by
having broccoli history.
For short-term growers, the negative coecient on the lettuce dummy and methyl
bromide history interaction term was only signicant in the early period in the base case
results, but is now signicant for all three time periods.

The point estimate in the later

period is smaller in magnitude than the point estimate for the early period, supporting our
earlier results that short-term growers benet more from having methyl bromide history in
the later period, when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem.
Similarly, the positive coecient on the lettuce dummy and broccoli history interaction
term was only signicant at a 10 percent level in the later period in the base case results,
but is now signicant for all three time periods, providing more evidence that short-term
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growers so benet from broccoli history.
For the coecient on the spinach dummy and broccoli history interaction term, previous results were insignicant, but in this specication, the coecient is signicant and
positive for the entire time period and highly signicant for the later period, but smaller in
magnitude than the spinach dummy, suggesting that undesirability of spinach is mitigated
by having broccoli history.

7

Simulations

The welfare results from the previous section show average welfare per grower-month is
higher in the earlier time period than in the later time period for the long-term growers.
They also show that average welfare per grower-month is higher for the long-term growers
than for the short-term growers over the entire period as well as in both the early and later
time periods.
There are several possible explanations for why welfare may be higher for owners in the
early period compared to the later period, and for the owners compared to the renters. One
is that owners faced better conditions such as higher output prices, lower input prices, higher
revenues, and lower costs in the earlier period compared to the later period, and similarly
that owners faced better conditions and had better elds than renters did.
A second explanation for the dierences in welfare is that owners have higher welfare
per grower-month than renters because they optimize over an innite horizon rather than a
nite horizon.
A third explanation is that owners have higher welfare per grower-month than renters
because the owners and renters have dierent values of the parameters in their payo functions, which reect how dierent actions and state variables aect their per-period payo
and which reect in part the dierent incentives of renters and owners. Owners may have
dierences in ability to internalize the intertemporal externality, as well as the severity of
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Verticillium wilt and the eectiveness of control options.

These dier from the parame-

ters and incentives of renters, which are in part governed by the short-term nature of their
decision-making and by the incentives in their rental contracts.
To distinguish among the dierent explanations for dierences in welfare between owners and renters and between growers in the early period and growers in the later period, we
use simulation techniques to analyze how dierences in grower welfare relate to dierences
in the data, dierences in time horizon, and dierences in parameter estimates. If welfare
dierences are due to dierences in data, which capture dierences in state variables, then
these welfare dierences are likely due to dierences in the conditions faced by growers. If
the welfare dierences are due to dierences in time horizon, then the reason that owners
have higher welfare per grower-month than renters is likely because they optimize over an
innite horizon rather than a nite horizon. If the welfare dierences are due to dierences in
parameter estimates, then these welfare dierences are likely due to dierences in incentives
faced by owners versus renters, dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness
of control options, and rental contracts.
To analyze how dierences in grower welfare relate to dierences in the data, dierences
in time horizon, and dierences in parameter estimates, we simulate seventy-two scenarios,
each a dierent combination of data type (owner or renter), data time period (all, early or
late), time horizon (innite or nite), parameter type (owner or renter), and parameter time
period (all, early or late).

Table B.1 in Appendix B shows which parameters, data, and

horizon are used in each simulation.
For example, a comparison of Scenario 64 (renter parameters, renter data, renter horizon, entire time period) with Scenario 29 (owner parameters, renter data, renter horizon,
entire time period) would enable us to see whether renters would have had a higher average welfare per grower-month if they had made decisions based on the parameters resulting
from the owners' long-term decision-making, and therefore whether the welfare dierences
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between owners and renters are due to dierences in parameter estimates, which reect differences in incentives faced by owners versus renters, dierences in the degree to which the
intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium
wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and rental contracts.

25 In each sim-

For each of the seventy-two scenarios, we run twenty-ve simulations.

ulation, we rst start with the state variables in the data in the rst year of the relevant
time period. We take a draw from the choice probabilities evaluated at the state variables to
simulate the action choice for each grower We also take a draw from the transition density
for the exogenous state variables to determine the values of the exogenous state variables
next period. We then calculate next period's values of the endogenous state variables, which
evolve deterministically as a function of this period's action. Once the next period's state
variables are determined, we draw the action for the next period from the choice probabilities
evaluated at next period's state variables. We continue simulating actions and state variables for the length of the time horizon. Each simulation therefore simulates the actions and
state variables for all growers for all time periods of the time horizon. For each simulation,
we calculate the number of grower-months in each action type and the average welfare per
grower-month.

26

For each of the seventy-two scenarios, our estimates for the number of grower-months
in each action type and for the average welfare per grower-month are calculated by taking
the average of the number of grower-months in each action type and the average welfare per
grower-month, respectively, over all twenty-ve simulations for that scenario.
Standard errors are calculated using a nonparametric bootstrap. In particular, for each
of the seventy-two scenarios, we calculate the standard errors of the simulation statistics (welfare, mean fraction, etc.) using the parameter estimates from each of twenty-ve bootstrap

25 Constraints

on computational time, particularly for the standard error calculations below, which require
running twenty-ve simulations using the parameter estimates from each of the twenty-ve bootstrap samples,
preclude us from running more than twenty-ve simulations per scenario.
26 If a grower-month is missing in the actual data, we do not use that grower-month in the simulated data
in calculating the number of grower-months in each action type and the average welfare per grower-month.
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samples. For each of the twenty-ve bootstrap samples, we run twenty-ve simulations using

27 For each of the seventy-two scenar-

the parameter estimates from that bootstrap sample.

ios, the standard error of the simulation statistics (welfare, mean fraction, etc.)

for that

scenario is the standard deviation of the respective statistic over all twenty-ve bootstrap
samples.
The innite horizon simulation welfare values are shown in Table 10 and the nite
horizon welfare values are shown in Table 11. The diagonals of the upper left quadrant of
Table 10 are the simulated analogs of the rst line of Table 5, the actual welfare for long-term
growers. Likewise, the diagonals of the lower right quadrant of Table 11 are the simulated
analogs of the second line of Table 5, the actual welfare for short-term growers. In all cases,
the simulated welfare is slightly higher than the actual welfare for that case.

28 However,

the respective relative results in the upper left quadrant of Table 10 and the lower right
quadrant of Table 11 are similar to the welfare results using the actual data in Table 5; the
average welfare per grower-month is higher in the earlier time period than in the later time
period for the long-term growers, and the average welfare per grower-month is higher for the
long-term growers than for the short-term growers over the entire period as well as in both
the early and later time periods.
Simulations using the owner data and the owner parameters have the highest welfare
for both the innite and nite horizon cases. Results using the owner parameters and the
renter data also have quite high simulated welfare for both the innite and nite horizon
cases, suggesting that the welfare dierences are likely due to dierences in incentives faced
by owners versus renters, dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is
internalized by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of

27 Constraints

on computational time preclude us from running the twenty-ve simulations per bootstrap
sample per scenario for more than twenty-ve bootstrap samples per scenario. When we calculated the
standard error for welfare for scenario 1 using 100 bootstrap samples instead of twenty-ve bootstrap samples,
the value of the standard errors were similar using both twenty-ve bootstrap samples and 100 bootstrap
samples.
28 One possible explanation for why welfare may be slightly higher in simulations is that in the simulations
we assume growers are optimizing and we have the correct model, whereas in the data there may have been
other unobserved factors not accounted for by our model.
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control options, and rental contracts, rather than due to dierences in the conditions faced
by growers.
We present the simulations results of the mean fraction of grower-months in each action
for all scenarios in Appendix C, Figures C.1-C.8. Figure 4 (which is also included in Appendix
C as Figure C.1) presents the simulation results of the mean fraction of grower-months in each
action for the scenarios using owner parameters, owner data, and owner (innite) horizon.
The three gures along the diagonal are the simulated analogs of the actual data in Figure
2.

The results of the simulations show that even when dierent combinations of owner

parameters and owner data are used, the results are generally similar across the dierent
time periods for both parameters and data. The majority of grower-months are planted to
lettuce. This is similar to the actual fraction of grower months for owners in Figure 2. The
simulation results appear to follow the actual data relatively well.
In Figure C.2 with owner parameters, owner data, and renter (nite) horizon, the
simulations results are also similar across the time periods for both the data and the parameters. Growers plant an even higher proportion of lettuce in these simulations than in
the actual data or the previous set of simulations. The nite horizon results in more lettuce
being planted relative to other crops than in the innite horizon case. These results are more
similar to the owner data in Figure 2 than the renter data in Figure 3, in which crop choice
is more varied.
For owner parameters, renter data, and owner horizon in Figure C.3, the results are
similar across the parameter times, but less so for the data times.

The late renter data

results in more susceptible crops, compared to lettuce as the dominant crop for all and early
data. Using the renter data results in crop-fumigation proles than begin to resemble the
renter actual data in Figure 3, with a larger proportion of susceptible crops, particularly
in the simulations using the late period data.

This suggests that that the dierences in

crop-fumigation choices may be due in part to dierences in data, which capture dierences
in state variables and therefore dierences in the conditions faced by growers.
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Similarly, in Figure C.4 using the owner parameters, renter data, and renter horizon,
a very large portion of crops are lettuce. Again, the nite horizon results in more lettuce
being planted relative to other crops than in the innite horizon case. The simulations are
similar across parameter times and data times. Unlike in Figure C.3, using renter data and
renter horizon in Figure C.4 does not lead to crop-fumigation proles that resemble the
renter actual data in Figure 3. This suggests that that the dierences in crop-fumigation
choices are probably not due just to dierences in data, which capture dierences in state
variables and therefore dierences in the conditions faced by growers.
For the simulations using the renter parameters, owner data, and owner horizon in
Figure 5 (which is also included in Appendix C as Figure C.5) , susceptible is the most
frequently chosen action choice.

Using the renter parameters results in simulations than

surpass the original renter data in the selection of the susceptible crop, particularly for the
all and late parameter times.
In Figure C.6 using renter parameters, owner data, and renter horizon, the simulations
are similar to the previous set, but yet again the switch from the innite horizon to the
nite horizon exaggerates the proportion of the crop planted to the most common crop in
the actual data (susceptible in the renter actual data in Figure 3).
Using renter parameters, renter data, and owner horizon in Figure C.7, the results
are similar across parameter times and data times.

The most frequent action choice is

susceptible. Hardly any lettuce is planted in these simulations.
Finally, in Figure C.8 with renter parameters, renter data, and renter horizon, the
results are similar to Figure C.6. The results are similar across parameter times and data
times. The most frequently chosen action is susceptible. The three gures along the diagonal
are the simulated analogs of the three respective gures in Figure 3 for the actual data.
In the actual data for owners in Figure 2, lettuce makes up the majority of the observations, more than 60% for all, early, and late. In the actual data for renters in Figure
3, the two most frequent action choices are susceptible and lettuce. These are chosen with
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similar frequency in the whole data set, but lettuce is chosen more in the early data set while
susceptible is chosen more in the late data set. In general, the simulations using the owner
parameters (Figures C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4) tend to approximate the actual data for owners.
Simulations using the renter parameters have a high proportion of susceptible crops planted,
generally more so than in the actual renter data. Certain cases, such as the middle column
of Figure C.5 closely approximate the original renter data.
Our results show that it is the dierence in parameters between owners and renters
rather than other dierences between owners and renters that leads to dierences in crop
and fumigation choices. This nding suggests that the crop and fumigation choice dierences
are likely due to dierences in incentives faced by owners versus renters, dierences in the
degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters, the
severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and rental contracts, rather
than due to dierences in the conditions faced by growers.
We present simulation results that show the fraction of grower-months in each action
type by month of year in Figures D.1-D.72 in Appendix D. These gures based on the
simulation results are analogous to the graphs of actual fraction of grower-months in each
action type by month of year in Figures A.1-A.6 in Appendix A.
According to the results, which are described in detail in Appendix D, the simulations
using the owner parameters and the innite horizon (Figures D.1-D.9 and D.19-D.27) tend
to most closely approximate the actual owner data. The simulations using the nite horizon
take the data to extremes, where one crop is planted in the majority of grower-months. When
growers plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they no longer
plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less.

Thus, when growers face a short-term planning

horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control options such
as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require incurring current costs
for future gain. The simulations using the renter parameters all tend to have a large portion
of the crop planted to susceptible crops, suggesting the contracts either reward or do not
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punish renters from planting susceptible crops, perhaps because those are the highest-valued
crops.
We also present simulation results that show the fraction of grower-months in each
action type by year in Figures E.1-E.24 in Appendix E. These simulations are analogous to
the actual data in Figures A.7 and A.8. We present the gures from simulations that use
data from all years, not those that use either the early or late data only, since the gures
from simulations that use either the early or late data only would not have results for all
years.
According to the results, which are described in detail in Appendix E, in the simulations
using the renter parameters (Figures E.13-E.24), there is very little if any planting of broccoli
or fumigation with methyl bromide, except in the very rst years of the simulations with
an innite horizon (Figures E.13-E.15 and Figures E.19-E.21). Thus, when using the renter
parameters, which reect dierences in incentives faced by owners versus renters, dierences
in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters,
the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and rental contracts,
growers are less likely to engage in control options such as planting broccoli that require
incurring current costs for future gain. Moreover, as before, when owners plan over a nite
horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they no longer plant broccoli and tend to
fumigate less. Thus, when growers face a short-term planning horizon rather than a longterm one, they are less likely to engage in control options such as fumigating with methyl
bromide or planting broccoli that require incurring current costs for future gain.

8

Conclusion

According to the results of our structural model for long-term growers, spinach is not a desirable crop to plant for reasons that are not fully captured by its price, which is consistent with
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the conclusion that Verticillium wilt is a problem.

29 Fumigating with methyl bromide and

planting broccoli are both eective control options, but involve incurring costs or foregoing
prot in the current period for future benet.
According to the results of our structural model for short-term growers, existing rental
contracts that may be in place do not reward short-term growers for either fumigating with
methyl bromide or planting broccoli, and therefore do not fully internalize the intertemporal
externalities imposed by renters on future renters and landowners.
Short-term growers benet more from having methyl bromide history in the later period, when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem.

However, the current period methyl

bromide dummy is negative, so short-term growers do not benet from fumigating in the
current period.

There may be an intertemporal externality imposed by renters on future

renters, since methyl bromide or other alternative fumigants are costly to use and not rewarded by contracts, but lead to future benets for future renters or landowners.
Similarly, short-term growers benet more from having broccoli history in the later
period, but not from planting broccoli themselves, when Verticillium wilt is more of a problem
and therefore there may be an intertemporal externality imposed by renters on future renters
or landowners, since planting broccoli is costly and not rewarded by contracts, but leads to
future benets for future renters or landowners.
Average welfare per grower-month is higher in the earlier time period than in the later
time period for the long-term growers. Average welfare per grower-month is higher for the
long-term growers than for the short-term growers over the entire period as well as in both
the early and later time period.
To analyze how dierences in grower welfare relate to dierences in the data, dierences

29 The

negative coecient on the spinach dummy is possibly also consistent with a problem in modeling
where the other crops with longer crop cycles would potentially be more appealing than spinach. However,
even when returns are divided by the length of season, the returns to spinach versus other crops still follow
the same order. This suggests that the season length is not the driving factor behind this coecient. We
conrm in robustness checks below that the signicant negative coecient on the spinach dummy is robust
to whether we divide returns by season length.
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in time horizon, and dierences in parameter estimates, we simulate seventy-two scenarios,
each a dierent combination of: data type (owner or renter), data time period (all, early or
late), time horizon (innite or nite), parameter type (owner or renter), and parameter time
period (all, early or late). For each simulation, we calculate and compare welfare and crop
and fumigation choices.
According to our simulation results, when using the renter parameters, which reect
dierences in incentives faced by owners versus renters, dierences in the degree to which the
intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium
wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and rental contracts, growers are less likely to engage
in control options such as planting broccoli that require incurring current costs for future
gain.
When owners plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they
no longer plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less. Thus, when growers face a short-term
planning horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control options
such as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require incurring current
costs for future gain.
The long-term decision-making of long-term growers yields higher average present
discounted value of per-period welfare and more use of the control options, likely due to
dierences in incentives related to future time orientation faced by owners versus renters,
dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and rental
contracts; as well as due to a longer planning horizon.
We therefore nd that although methyl bromide fumigation and broccoli can both be
eective control options, growers with a short time horizon have no incentive to commit
to such actions.

Contracts, which are a potential method for internalizing an externality

between dierent parties, do not fully internalize this externality. This may be because of
the relatively recent development of the disease and knowledge of its causes, more restrictive
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contracts not being the norm, the possibility of land unknowingly being contaminated before
rental, or dicultly in enforcing or monitoring aspects of the contract such as whether boots
and equipment are washed between elds.
Several caveats are important to mention. We separate short- and long-term growers
ex ante for our analysis.

Although costs are incorporated are accounted for by the crop-

fumigation dummies and the constant in our model, and although we allow these costs to
dier between the early and later periods of our data set, we do not explicitly model changes
in costs among crops and over time. For example, cost variation in methyl bromide fumigation, land, and labor are not explicitly included. Our model may be biased against crops
with low costs relative to those with high costs, assuming similar revenues and agronomic
requirements. We hope to analyze these issues further in future work.
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Figure 2
Fraction of actual grower-months in each action for owners
All
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Late
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Figure 3
Fraction of actual grower-months in each action for renters
All

Early

Late
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Table 1
Summary statistics for state variables: owner all
Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Spinach dummy

0.0285

0.1665

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0033

0.0577

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0606

0.2385

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0229

0.1602

0

3

Lettuce *Broccoli history

1.1709

1.8277

0

12

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0015

0.0431

0

2

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0397

0.3701

0

10

Lettuce today dummy

0.6379

0.4806

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.0660

1.4914

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.8748

1.6125

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.1742

0.5082

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

1.9552

1.1004

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

2.5268

1.4709

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 25,789.

The harvest variable for each crop is equal to

zero in months during which a particular crop is not harvested (i.e., winter months for most
crops) and equal to one in months during which a crop may be harvested.
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Table 2
Summary statistics for state variables: renter all
Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Spinach dummy

0.0264

0.1604

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0134

0.1151

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0566

0.1835

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0081

0.1559

0

6

Lettuce *Broccoli history

0.1402

0.6573

0

9

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0007

0.0274

0

1

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0098

0.1906

0

8

Lettuce today dummy

0.3380

0.4730

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.1649

1.3913

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.9244

1.6409

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.0841

0.4188

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

2.0509

1.2716

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

2.9083

1.4310

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 9,312. The harvest variable for each crop is equal to zero in
months during which a particular crop is not harvested (i.e., winter months for most crops)
and equal to one in months during which a crop may be harvested.
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Table 3
Results for base case specication for long-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−1.1311∗∗∗
(0.2981)
−6.0705∗∗∗
(0.064)
−0.332
(0.2035)
0.2717
(0.4648)
0.3682∗∗∗
(0.0605)
0.026
(0.1956)
0.2643
(0.4769)
1.4346∗∗∗
(0.1817)
−0.1585∗∗∗
(0.0414)
21.2161∗∗∗
(1.0463)
−1.1482∗∗∗
(0.3027)
25,761

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−1.1905∗∗∗
(0.3297)
−5.6993∗∗∗
(0.1077)
−0.5953
(0.4956)
0.1992
(0.4174)
0.3674∗∗∗
(0.0632)
0.0787
(0.3034)
0.2665
(0.2598)
1.3844∗∗∗
(0.1874)
−0.1558∗∗∗
(0.0458)
24.2249∗∗∗
(3.8795)
−1.0881∗∗∗
(0.2381)
10,833

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.0703∗∗∗
(0.2419)
−6.3633∗∗∗
(0.063)
−0.1615
(0.18)
0.8501∗
(0.3797)
0.3707∗∗∗
(0.0558)
0.2734
(0.1949)
0.2573
(0.6341)
1.4691∗∗∗
(0.1782)
−0.16∗∗∗
(0.0399)
20.0534∗∗∗
(0.786)
−1.1906∗∗∗
(0.2592)
14,928

Table 4
Results for base case specication for short-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−0.9102∗∗∗
(0.0649)
−3.4359∗∗∗
(0.1099)
−0.7869∗
(0.3779)
−0.7858
(0.4823)
0.09
(0.089)
−0.6607∗∗∗
(0.0591)
0.0685
(0.4075)
1.1418∗∗∗
(0.0515)
0.1689∗∗∗
(0.0179)
6.296∗∗∗
(0.7458)
−1.4824∗∗∗
(0.0824)
9,306

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−0.4113∗∗∗
(0.0991)
−3.2691∗∗∗
(0.2273)
−0.7347∗∗∗
(0.1953)
−1.2257∗∗
(0.4757)
0.0865
(0.0574)
−0.5787∗∗∗
(0.1674)
−0.0602
(0.1735)
1.3062∗∗∗
(0.103)
0.1091∗∗∗
(0.0242)
6.552∗∗∗
(0.3843)
−1.3666∗∗∗
(0.1334)
4,144

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.6942∗∗∗
(0.2957)
−3.4927∗∗∗
(0.3797)
−0.8572∗∗∗
(0.235)
−0.5477
(0.9411)
0.1188†
(0.0659)
−1.869∗∗∗
(0.0788)
0.2835
(0.5055)
0.9446∗∗∗
(0.1746)
0.2249∗∗∗
(0.0275)
6.0021∗∗∗
(0.7797)
−1.6426∗∗∗
(0.1894)
5,162

Table 5
Normalized average present discounted welfare per grower-month
All
Long-Term Grower Welfare
Short-Term Grower Welfare

Early

Late

100

117.3475

92.7063

(5.0957)

(19.2088)

(3.4884)

25.1943

23.1382

26.8734

(3.6459)

(1.7604)

(3.9527)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 6
Results for lagged price specication for long-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−1.0218∗∗∗
(0.2963)
−5.9653∗∗∗
(0.109)
−0.4478∗
(0.2179)
−0.2991
(1.0115)
0.2594∗∗∗
(0.0487)
−0.1552
(1.0146)
0.1344
(0.1553)
1.7797∗∗∗
(0.1525)
−0.1112∗
(0.0474)
0.2558
(0.3556)
−0.5227∗
(0.231)
25,761

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−1.1913∗∗∗
(0.2696)
−5.6465∗∗∗
(0.0978)
−0.6354†
(0.3494)
0.1907
(0.4119)
0.3666∗∗∗
(0.0715)
−0.0079
(0.3154)
0.2772
(0.3696)
1.33∗∗∗
(0.1903)
−0.1956∗∗∗
(0.0555)
15.4111∗∗∗
(3.2619)
−1.0041∗∗∗
(0.2778)
10,833

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.0402∗∗∗
(0.2141)
−6.5554∗∗∗
(0.0666)
−0.1603
(0.1653)
0.6946†
(0.4071)
0.3692∗∗∗
(0.0562)
0.0928
(0.2276)
0.2447
(0.4812)
1.47∗∗∗
(0.1382)
−0.158∗∗∗
(0.0407)
20.0161∗∗∗
(0.9611)
−1.2019∗∗∗
(0.1981)
14,928

Table 7
Results for lagged price specication for short-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−1.2267∗∗∗
(0.0697)
−3.166∗∗∗
(0.1597)
−0.9981∗∗∗
(0.1123)
−1.3061∗∗∗
(0.3218)
0.2361∗∗∗
(0.063)
−1.1466∗∗∗
(0.0828)
0.0811
(0.1454)
1.4892∗∗∗
(0.0656)
0.1873∗∗∗
(0.0199)
2.0811∗∗∗
(0.1371)
−1.2138∗∗∗
(0.0734)
9,306

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−0.4807∗∗∗
(0.129)
−3.065∗∗∗
(0.2656)
−0.9273∗∗∗
(0.1866)
−1.4516∗∗∗
(0.4266)
0.1293∗∗
(0.0493)
−0.673∗∗
(0.2373)
−0.0865
(0.1475)
1.3402∗∗∗
(0.0784)
0.0811∗∗∗
(0.0232)
10.4061∗∗∗
(0.4178)
−1.241∗∗∗
(0.1108)
4,144

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.7227∗∗∗
(0.2431)
−3.4362∗∗∗
(0.4023)
−0.7975∗∗
(0.2534)
−0.5481
(0.8969)
0.1377∗
(0.0647)
−2.3035∗∗∗
(0.0734)
0.2875
(0.5412)
1.1374∗∗∗
(0.2102)
0.2565∗∗∗
(0.0361)
8.0261∗∗∗
(0.9628)
−1.7338∗∗∗
(0.2528)
5,162

Table 8
Results for rebinned price specication for long-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−1.0741∗∗∗
(0.0987)
−5.9527∗∗∗
(0.0140)
−0.1973∗
(0.0987)
0.3690∗∗∗
(0.0226)
0.3637∗∗∗
(0.0241)
0.0690∗∗∗
(0.0062)
0.2626∗∗∗
(0.0346)
1.4969∗∗∗
(0.0712)
−0.0795∗∗
(0.0303)
21.2161∗∗∗
(0.0000)
−1.3538∗∗∗
(0.1567)
25,761

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−1.0698∗∗∗
(0.0456)
−5.6675∗∗∗
(0.0494)
−0.4328∗∗∗
(0.0696)
0.2028∗∗
(0.0664)
0.3637∗∗∗
(0.0339)
0.0398∗
(0.0155)
0.2800∗∗∗
(0.0299)
1.4896∗∗∗
(0.0657)
−0.0643∗∗
(0.0220)
24.2249∗∗∗
(0.0000)
−1.3285∗∗∗
(0.1640)
10,833

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.0771∗∗∗
(0.0250)
−6.2408∗∗∗
(0.0060)
−0.0282
(0.0320)
0.7845∗∗∗
(0.0051)
0.3682∗∗∗
(0.0297)
0.2831∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.2587∗∗∗
(0.0246)
1.5170∗∗∗
(0.0514)
−0.0809∗∗∗
(0.0144)
20.0535∗∗∗
(0.0000)
−1.4049∗∗∗
(0.1126)
14,928

Table 9
Results for rebinned price specication for short-term growers
All

Coecients in the per-period payo function on:
Spinach dummy
Methyl bromide dummy
Broccoli dummy
Lettuce dummy*Methyl bromide history
Lettuce dummy*Broccoli history
Spinach dummy*Methyl bromide history
Spinach dummy*Broccoli history
Lettuce dummy
Price*Harvest dummy
Last crop dummy
Constant

Number of observations

−0.9353∗∗∗
(0.0193)
−3.4293∗∗∗
(0.0207)
−0.8790∗∗∗
(0.0389)
−0.7858∗∗∗
(0.0182)
0.0916∗∗
(0.0291)
−0.6626∗∗∗
(0.0030)
0.0593∗
(0.0279)
1.0883∗∗∗
(0.0255)
0.1420∗∗∗
(0.0125)
6.3213∗∗∗
(0.0181)
−1.3999∗∗∗
(0.0346)
9,306

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Signicance codes:

∗∗ 1%

level,

∗ 5%

level,

† 10%

level.
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Early

−0.3774∗∗∗
(0.0601)
−3.2718∗∗∗
(0.0636)
−0.7422∗∗∗
(0.0896)
−1.2220∗∗∗
(0.0280)
0.0857†
(0.0464)
−0.6289∗∗∗
(0.0201)
−0.0777
(0.0605)
1.3322∗∗∗
(0.0376)
0.1151∗∗∗
(0.0195)
6.4870∗∗∗
(0.0643)
−1.3988∗∗∗
(0.0635)
4,144

∗∗∗ 0.1% level,

Late

−1.7808∗∗∗
(0.0350)
−3.4842∗∗∗
(0.0465)
−0.9719∗∗∗
(0.0568)
−0.5512∗∗∗
(0.0308)
0.1182∗∗
(0.0442)
−1.8895∗∗∗
(0.0037)
0.2839∗∗∗
(0.0497)
0.8527∗∗∗
(0.0544)
0.1839∗∗∗
(0.0172)
6.0849∗∗∗
(0.0883)
−1.5029∗∗∗
(0.0707)
5,162

Table 10
Normalized average present discounted value welfare per grower-month for innite horizon
simulations
Owner Parameters
All
Owner
Data

All

Early

Renter Parameters

Late

168.2332 192.3369 159.1899

Owner

(7.6940) (33.6862) (5.4386)

Data

Early 172.9637 197.8638 163.4103

All

Renter
Data

43.8590

44.5286

42.0918

44.9201

45.9156

42.6330

Late

45.45508 46.5478

43.2238

(7.9890) (34.8910) (5.6807)

(7.1454) (4.5545) (6.9792)

Owner Parameters

Renter Parameters

Early

Late

160.1661 184.0965 151.1408

Renter

(4.5958) (22.5152) (4.1685)

Data

Early 161.6598 185.5201 152.7040

All

All

Early

Late

44.4345

44.6994

43.1495

(5.1932) (2.9062) (4.8860)
Early

(4.1899) (21.2399) (3.9996)
Late

Late

(6.7754) (3.7429) (5.9035)

176.1143 200.8410 166.8409

All
All

Early

(6.5589) (3.6585) (5.7355)
Early

(8.2662) (35.4161) (5.7828)
Late

All

43.4678

43.9339

41.8712

(5.2638) (2.8276) (4.8255)
Late

157.1015 181.2274 147.8280
(5.0027) (24.4499) (4.6349)

44.9720

45.2833

43.6510

(5.3109) (3.1134) (5.1116)

Notes: For each scenario, the normalized average present discounted value of welfare per
grower-month is averaged over 25 simulations. Standard errors are in parentheses, and are
calculated using a nonparametric bootstrap.
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Table 11
Normalized average present discounted value welfare per grower-month for nite horizon
simulations
Renter Parameters

Owner Parameters

Owner
Data

All

All

Early

Late

185.0948

197.1465

222.1477

(173.7232) (988.5285) (652.5367)
Early

180.0259

200.7815

218.5997

Owner
Data

All

188.9492

205.8787

Early
Late

226.0345

Renter
Data

All

45.1412

41.7615

44.2103

45.1922

42.7450

Renter Parameters

Late

176.2091 191.7953 211.1134

Renter

(4.3720) (17.7137) (3.3543)

Data

Early 178.8319 192.8241 214.5249

All

All

Early

Late

43.9974

44.5863

42.8385

(4.1680) (3.1719) (3.5728)
Early

43.1385

44.2346

41.6414

(3.9591) (3.4886) (3.0522)

(4.0741) (17.1702) (3.1370)
Late

43.5349

(6.9636) (4.9881) (6.7939)

Owner Parameters
Early

Late
41.7502

(7.1448) (4.5610) (6.7937)

(327.2917) (444.9925) (238.9869)

All

Early
44.4018

(6.5439) (3.8236) (6.7253)

(128.0139) (168.0897) (102.9307)
Late

All
43.3484

Late

170.1641 189.4796 201.6521

44.2325

44.8445

43.1856

(4.6051) (3.0981) (4.2639)

(4.7567) (18.7581) (3.7323)

Notes: For each scenario, the normalized average present discounted value of welfare per
grower-month is averaged over 25 simulations. Standard errors are in parentheses, and are
calculated using a nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure 4
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using owner parameters, owner
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure 5
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using renter parameters, owner
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Appendix A. Summary Statistics
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Figure A.1
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: owner all
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Figure A.2
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: owner early
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Figure A.3
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: owner late
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Figure A.4
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: renter all
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Figure A.5
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: renter early
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Figure A.6
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: renter late
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Figure A.7
Actual fraction of grower-months for each action type by year: owner all
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Figure A.8
Actual fraction of grower-months for each action type by year: renter all
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Table A.1
Summary statistics for state variables: owner all
Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Spinach dummy

0.0285

0.1665

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0033

0.0577

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0606

0.2385

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0229

0.1602

0

3

Lettuce *Broccoli history

1.1709

1.8277

0

12

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0015

0.0431

0

2

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0397

0.3701

0

10

Lettuce today dummy

0.6379

0.4806

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.0660

1.4914

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.8748

1.6125

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.1742

0.5082

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

1.9552

1.1004

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

2.5268

1.4709

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 25,789. Harvest

∈ {0, 1}.

Table A.2
Summary statistics for state variables: owner early

Spinach dummy

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

0.0299

0.1703

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0051

0.0709

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0566

0.2312

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0364

0.1945

0

2

Lettuce *Broccoli history

0.9565

1.7727

0

12

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0027

0.0598

0

2

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0418

0.3795

0

10

Lettuce today dummy

0.6288

0.4831

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

4.6038

1.3507

0

5

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.8736

1.5703

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.0828

0.4455

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

1.5739

0.9202

0

3

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

1.7349

1.0454

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 10,877. Harvest
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∈ {0, 1}.

Table A.3
Summary statistics for state variables: owner late
Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Spinach dummy

0.0276

0.1637

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0021

0.0455

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0634

0.2438

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0131

0.1286

0

3

Lettuce *Broccoli history

1.3273

1.8513

0

11

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0006

0.0246

0

1

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0382

0.3630

0

9

Lettuce today dummy

0.6444

0.4787

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.4032

1.4988

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.8757

1.6427

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.2409

0.5398

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

2.2333

1.1371

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

3.1043

1.4676

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 14,912. Harvest

∈ {0, 1}.

Table A.4
Summary statistics for state variables: renter all

Spinach dummy

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

0.0264

0.1604

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0134

0.1151

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0566

0.1835

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0081

0.1559

0

6

Lettuce *Broccoli history

0.1402

0.6573

0

9

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0007

0.0274

0

1

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0098

0.1906

0

8

Lettuce today dummy

0.3380

0.4730

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.1649

1.3913

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.9244

1.6409

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.0841

0.4188

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

2.0509

1.2716

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

2.9083

1.4310

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 9,312. Harvest
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∈ {0, 1}.

Table A.5
Summary statistics for state variables: renter early
Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Spinach dummy

0.0431

0.2031

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0101

0.1001

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0445

0.2063

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0053

0.1074

0

4

Lettuce *Broccoli history

0.1355

0.6455

0

9

Spinach *Methyl bromide history

0.0017

0.0410

0

1

Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0096

0.1452

0

3

Lettuce today dummy

0.4129

0.4924

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

4.7183

1.1529

0

5

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

1.7260

1.4392

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.0176

0.3269

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

1.3110

0.7618

0

3

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

2.3483

1.2836

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 4,154. Harvest

∈ {0, 1}.

Table A.6
Summary statistics for state variables: renter late

Spinach dummy

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

0.0130

0.1132

0

1

Methyl bromide today dummy

0.0161

0.1258

0

1

Broccoli dummy

0.0271

0.1625

0

1

Lettuce *Methyl bromide history

0.0103

0.1860

0

6

Lettuce *Broccoli history

0.1440

0.6667

0

9

0

0

0

0

Spinach *Methyl bromide history
Spinach *Broccoli history

0.0099

0.2204

0

8

Lettuce today dummy

0.2776

0.4479

0

1

Susceptible price*Susceptible harvest

5.5246

1.4609

0

6

Resistant price*Resistant harvest

2.0841

1.7709

0

4

Broccoli price*Broccoli harvest

1.1377

0.4735

0

2

Lettuce price*Lettuce harvest

2.6468

1.2869

0

4

Spinach price*Spinach harvest

3.3592

1.3835

0

4

Notes: Number of observations = 5,158. Harvest
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∈ {0, 1}.

Appendix B. Simulation Key
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Table B.1
Key for the seventy-two simulations
Scenario Number

Parameter type

Data type

Horizon

Data time

1

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

2

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

3

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

4

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

5

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

6

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

7

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

8

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

9

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

10

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

11

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

12

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

13

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

14

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

15

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

16

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

17

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

18

Owner Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

19

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

20

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

21

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

22

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

23

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

24

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

25

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

26

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

27

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

28

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

29

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

30

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

31

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

32

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

33

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

34

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late

35

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late

36

Owner Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late
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Key for the seventy-two simulations: Continued
Scenario Number

Parameter type

Data type

Horizon

Data time

37

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

38

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

39

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

All

40

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

41

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

42

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Early

43

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

44

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

45

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Owner Horizon

Late

46

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

47

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

48

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

All

49

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

50

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

51

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Early

52

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

53

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

54

Renter Parameters

Owner Data

Renter Horizon

Late

55

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

56

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

57

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

All

58

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

59

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

60

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Early

61

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

62

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

63

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Owner Horizon

Late

64

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

65

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

66

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

All

67

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

68

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

69

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Early

70

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late

71

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late

72

Renter Parameters

Renter Data

Renter Horizon

Late
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Appendix C. Simulation results: Mean fraction of growermonths in each action
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Figure C.1
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using owner parameters, owner
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.2
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using owner parameters, owner
data, and renter horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.3
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using owner parameters, renter
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.4
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using owner parameters, renter
data, and renter horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.5
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using renter parameters, owner
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.6
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using renter parameters, owner
data, and renter horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.7
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using renter parameters, renter
data, and owner horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric bootstrap.
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Figure C.8
Mean fraction of grower-months in each action: Simulations using renter parameters, renter
data, and renter horizon

Parameter Time

All

Early

Late

Data Time

All

Early

Late

Notes: For each scenario, the fraction of grower-months in each action is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Appendix D. Simulation results: Fraction of grower-months
in each action type by month of year
We present graphs from the simulation results that track the fraction of grower-months in
each action type by month of year Figures D.1-D.72. The simulations dier in whether the
parameters used are from the owners or the renters; whether the parameters used are from
the all, early or late time period; whether the data used are from the owners or the renters;
whether the data are from the all, early or late time period; and whether the horizon is
innite or nite. These gures based on the simulation results are analogous to the graphs
of actual fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year in Figures A.1-A.6
in Appendix A.
Figure D.1 using the owner parameters, data, and horizon is the simulated analog to
the actual data in Figure A.1. The simulation result is similar to the actual data, The main
crop is lettuce, which peaks during the summer months and is lowest during the last months
of the year. Susceptible crops follow the opposite pattern. As in the actual data, owners
also choose to plant susceptible crops with fumigation, to plant resistant crops, and to plant
broccoli. The main dierence is that in the simulation, "other crops" are much less common
than in the actual data. The remaining simulations using the owner parameters, owner data,
and owner innite horizon (but varying the time periods for the parameters and data) in
Figures D.2-D.9 follow a similar pattern.
In the second set of simulations using the owner parameters and data but a nite
horizon (Figures D.10-D.18), the results are dissimilar from the actual data for both renters
and owners. The vast majority of grower-months are planted to lettuce throughout the year.
In particular, when owners plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon,
they no longer plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less. Thus, when growers face a shortterm planning horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control
options such as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require incurring
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current costs for future gain.
Figures D.19-D.27 still use the owner parameters but are based on the renter data and
innite horizon. These simulations generally approximate the actual renter data in Figure
A.4, where, unlike for the owner actual data in Figure A.1, renters plant not only lettuce
but susceptible crops as well. More lettuce is planted in the last months of the year in the
simulation as compared to the actual renter data.
The renter horizon in Figures D.28-D.36 again has the vast majority of grower-months
planted to lettuce.

These simulations use the owner parameters and the renter data, but

changing data sets does not change the results. These simulations are quite similar to Figures
D.10-D.18, more so than they are to the actual data.

As before, when growers plan over

a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they no longer plant broccoli and
tend to fumigate less. Thus, when growers face a short-term planning horizon rather than a
long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control options such as planting broccoli or
fumigating with methyl bromide that require incurring current costs for future gain.
In Figures D.37-D.45, the simulations use the renter parameters, owner data, and
innite horizon. In the actual data, the renters plant far more susceptible crops than owners
do, and also plant very little broccoli. The simulations using the renter parameters reect
this, although the simulations exaggerate the eect. This pattern holds for the rest of the
simulations using the renter parameters. Varying the data and the horizon makes relatively
little dierence to the simulations results in the remainder of the gures. Thus, when using
the renter parameters, which reect dierences in incentives faced by owners versus renters,
dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized by owners
versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control options, and
rental contracts, growers are less likely to engage in control options such as planting broccoli
that require incurring current costs for future gain.
The simulations using the owner parameters and the innite horizon (Figures D.1-D.9
and D.19-D.27) tend to most closely approximate the actual owner data. The simulations
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using the nite horizon take the data to extremes, where one crop is planted in the majority
of grower-months. When growers plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite
horizon, they no longer plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less. Thus, when growers face
a short-term planning horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage
in control options such as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require
incurring current costs for future gain. The simulations using the renter parameters all tend
to have a large portion of the crop planted to susceptible crops, suggesting the contracts
either reward or do not punish renters from planting susceptible crops, perhaps because
those are the highest-valued crops.
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Figure D.1
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 1
Owner All Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon

Susceptible

Sus. w/fum

Resistant

Broccoli

Broccoli w/fum

Lettuce

Lettuce w/fum

Spinach

Other

Month
Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.2
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 2
Owner Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Spinach

Other

Month
Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.3
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 3
Owner Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Other

Month
Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.4
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 4
Owner All Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Other

Month
Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.5
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 5
Owner Early Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.6
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 6
Owner Late Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.7
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 7
Owner All Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.8
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 8
Owner Early Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.9
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 9
Owner Late Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.10
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 10
Owner All Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.11
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 11
Owner Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.12
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 12
Owner Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.13
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 13
Owner All Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.14
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 14
Owner Early Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.15
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 15
Owner Late Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.16
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 16
Owner All Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.17
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 17
Owner Early Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.18
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 18
Owner Late Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.19
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 19
Owner All Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.20
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 20
Owner Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.21
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 21
Owner Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.22
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 22
Owner All Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.23
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 23
Owner Early Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.24
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 24
Owner Late Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.25
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 25
Owner All Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.26
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 26
Owner Early Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.27
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 27
Owner Late Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.28
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 28
Owner All Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.29
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 29
Owner Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.30
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 30
Owner Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.31
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 31
Owner All Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.32
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 32
Owner Early Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.33
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 33
Owner Late Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.34
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 34
Owner All Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.35
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 35
Owner Early Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.36
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 36
Owner Late Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.37
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 37
Renter All Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.38
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 38
Renter Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.39
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 39
Renter Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.40
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 40
Renter All Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.41
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 41
Renter Early Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.42
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 42
Renter Late Parameters, Owner Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.43
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 43
Renter All Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.44
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 44
Renter Early Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.45
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 45
Renter Late Parameters, Owner Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.46
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 46
Renter All Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.47
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 47
Renter Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.48
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 48
Renter Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.49
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 49
Renter All Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.50
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 50
Renter Early Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.51
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 51
Renter Late Parameters, Owner Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.52
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 52
Renter All Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.53
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 53
Renter Early Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.54
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 54
Renter Late Parameters, Owner Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.55
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 55
Renter All Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.56
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 56
Renter Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.57
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 57
Renter Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.58
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 58
Renter All Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.59
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 59
Renter Early Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.60
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 60
Renter Late Parameters, Renter Early Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.61
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 61
Renter All Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.62
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 62
Renter Early Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.63
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 63
Renter Late Parameters, Renter Late Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.64
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 64
Renter All Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.65
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 65
Renter Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.66
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 66
Renter Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.67
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 67
Renter All Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.68
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 68
Renter Early Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.69
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 69
Renter Late Parameters, Renter Early Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.70
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 70
Renter All Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.71
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 71
Renter Early Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Figure D.72
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by month of year: Scenario 72
Renter Late Parameters, Renter Late Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by month of year is averaged over 25
simulations. Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a
nonparametric boostrap.
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Appendix E. Simulation results: Fraction of grower-months
in each action type by year
We present simulation results that show the fraction of grower-months in each action type
by year in Figures E.1-E.24, which vary by owner or renter parameters, owner or renter data,
innite or nite horizon, and time frame for parameters. These simulations are analogous
to the actual data in Figures A.7 and A.8. We present the gures from simulations that use
data from all years, not those that use either the early or late data only, since the gures
from simulations that use either the early or late data only would not have results for all
years.
In the actual data for the owner all scenarios, lettuce is the main crop that is planted,
and the proportion is relatively consistent across all the years in the data. Owners also choose
to plant susceptible crops, to plant susceptible crops with fumigation, to plant resistant
crops, and to plant broccoli.

In the simulations using the owner parameters, data, and

innite horizon (Figures E.1-E.3), the crop mix is similar to the original owner data.
In the simulations using owner parameters and data, but a nite horizon, presented in
Figures E.4-E.6, the vast majority of grower-months are planted to lettuce. In particular,
when owners plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they no longer
plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less.

Thus, when growers face a short-term planning

horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control options such
as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require incurring current costs
for future gain.
Figures E.7-E.9 show simulations with owner parameters, renter data, and innite
horizon. These gures generally are similar to the actual owner data in Figure A.7.
Simulations using the owner parameters, renter data, and nite horizon, shown in
Figures E.10-E.12, have a very high proportion of grower-months planted to lettuce, but
are a little less consistent in crop mix over the years, particularly in the rst few years of
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the simulations. As before, when owners plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an
innite horizon, they no longer plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less. Thus, when growers
face a short-term planning horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage
in control options such as planting broccoli or fumigating with methyl bromide that require
incurring current costs for future gain.
In all of the simulations using the renter parameters (Figures E.13-E.24), regardless
of the data or horizon, the pattern is similar. In the rst years of the simulation, the crop
mix is split between lettuce and susceptible crops. As the years progress in the simulation, a
larger and larger portion of the grower-months is planted to susceptible crops. In the actual
data in Figure A.8, there is a gradual switch from lettuce to susceptible crops, but it is not
as dramatic as in the simulations.
In the simulations using the renter parameters (Figures E.13-E.24), there is very little
if any planting of broccoli or fumigation with methyl bromide, except in the very rst years
of the simulations with an innite horizon (Figures E.13-E.15 and Figures E.19-E.21). Thus,
when using the renter parameters, which reect dierences in incentives faced by owners
versus renters, dierences in the degree to which the intertemporal externality is internalized
by owners versus renters, the severity of Verticillium wilt, the eectiveness of control options,
and rental contracts, growers are less likely to engage in control options such as planting
broccoli that require incurring current costs for future gain.

Moreover, as before, when

owners plan over a nite horizon problem rather than an innite horizon, they no longer
plant broccoli and tend to fumigate less.

Thus, when growers face a short-term planning

horizon rather than a long-term one, they are less likely to engage in control options such
as fumigating with methyl bromide or planting broccoli that require incurring current costs
for future gain.
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Figure E.1
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 1
Owner All Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.2
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 2
Owner Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.3
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 3
Owner Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.4
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 10
Owner All Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.5
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 11
Owner Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.6
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 12
Owner Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.7
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 19
Owner All Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.8
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 20
Owner Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.9
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 21
Owner Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.10
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 28
Owner All Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.11
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 29
Owner Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.12
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 30
Owner Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.13
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 37
Renter All Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.14
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 38
Renter Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.15
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year-simulation 39
Renter Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.16
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 46
RenterAll Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.17
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 47
Renter Early Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.18
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 48
Renter Late Parameters, Owner All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.19
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 55
Renter All Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.20
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 56
Renter Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.21
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 57
Renter Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Owner Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.22
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 64
Renter All Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.23
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 65
Renter Early Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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Figure E.24
Fraction of grower-months in each action type by year: Scenario 66
Renter Late Parameters, Renter All Data, Renter Horizon
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Notes: The fraction of grower-months in each action by year is averaged over 25 simulations.
Error bars represent the 95% condence interval, which is calculated using a nonparametric
boostrap.
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